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Information

I Lectures. HG E5, Wednesdays, 13–15 and Fridays, 8–10.

I Home page:
https://metaphor.ethz.ch/x/2017/hs/401-2003-00L/

I Exercise classes. Mondays 14–16 (one class on Wednesdays,
15–17), see home page.

I Exercise sheets. New exercise sheet posted on Fridays on the
home page; prepare question over the week-end for the next
exercise class; hand in solutions by next Friday at 12:00 in HG
J 68.

https://metaphor.ethz.ch/x/2017/hs/401-2003-00L/


Exam

I Math bachelor students: oral exam for Algebra I/II in
August 2018 (30 minutes).

I Important: for other students, exams are separate in
February 2018 and August 2018 (20 minutes each). It is
possible to register for a single combined exam, but not in
myStudies, only directly through the examination office.

I Midterm. An optional mid-term exam for Algebra I will be
organized the first day of the Spring semester. In case the
grade in the midterm is better than the grade of the oral
exam, it will be counted for 20%.
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For certain parts, additional material will
be written by the professor (e.g., group
actions).

http://www.ams.org/books/gsm/165/


A quick historical overview

I Algebra: from the latin algebra, from the arabic al-jabr, “the
restoration of broken parts” (also used in surgery in the
treatment of fractures), from the title of the book al-kitāb
al-muk

¯
tas

¯
ar f̄ı h. isāb al-jabr wal-muqābala by al-K

¯
wārizm̄ı

(from whose name the word “algorithm” also comes), written
around 830.

I This refers to the operation of bringing an expression such as
x2 = 4x − x2 to the equivalent form 2x2 = 4x by adding x2

on both sides.



(continued)

Important dates:

I Italian renaissance (solution of the cubic and quartic
equations, first hints of Galois theory).

I Leibniz (formalism of differential calculus).

I 18th/19th century: evolution of linear algebra.

I 19th century: É. Galois (group theory and Galois theory).

I Early 20th century: foundations of modern algebra (D. Hilbert
and E. Noether in particular).



A comparison


